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O'Yeet NEX Pro Massage Gun  
 

The highest quality fascia gun on the
market is the plastic-free O'Yeet NEX Pro
from the USA. The O'Yeet NEX Pro
Machine Gun is very handy and comes
with 8 different attachments. From the
neck to the soles of the feet, it releases
those pesky trigger points. The
professional muscle recovery on the go -
maximize your muscle recovery time with
the most sought after massage gun
O`Yeet NEX Pro. Reliability, portable as
well as powerful. Get your deep tissue
massage therapy when and where you
need it. reddot Design Award Winner
2021.

 CHF 329.00  
      

      

Balance between speed, depth and force
NEX Pro offers the perfect balance between the three main components that make up a true massage
gun. With the right amplitude/depth of 12mm, the right force of 60lbs and a speed of up to 3,500rpm, the
NEX Pro provides an instant deep massage to any user.

100% Metal, 100% Reliable
The OYeet NEX Pro is equipped with a double metal rod that can withstand a strong torque of 600Nm
and has a longer life than other massage guns.

Deep Massage
NEXPower- technology penetrates 30% deeper into the muscles compared to average massage guns
and generates up to 40 lbs amplitude/force speed. It is equipped with 4 calibrated speed modes,
ranging from 1600 to 3500 rpm. Each mode provides individual therapeutic benefits to the body,
based on the user's needs.

Compact and Powerful
The NEX Pro massage gun offers a comfortable balance between power and size. It is lightweight and
comfortable to hold, which means you don't need anyone to help you complete each deep massage
session. One-handed therapeutic massage session.
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30 Days of Continuous Performance
With up to 240 minutes of continuous battery life, NEX Pro delivers uninterrupted performance without
slowing down. A fast USB charging cable and mini charging cradle are included. A plus in mobility!

Your FitnessPartner
With a trendy portable case and a two-year warranty, NEX Pro is the device you need to keep your
muscles recovering.

REDDOT WINNER 2021
This massage gun combines a compact T-shape with a non-slip silicone grip. The device allows you to
turn on and regulate the massage levels with one hand. The internal center of gravity is at the front,
which facilitates handling. A powerful motor provides the necessary impact force during the massage.
The equipment includes eight different massage attachments, which ensure that each muscle group can
be adequately treated.
Jury statement - O'Yeet NEX PRO impresses with an exterior that conveys a powerful massage effect.
A well thought-out design and variability increase user comfort.

Material: Fiberglass and steel
Battery: Longest battery life 240min (6560mAh)
Power: 1600rpm (Relaxation) - 1800rpm (Muscle Awaken) - 2400rpm (Loose and Relase
Tension) - 3500rpm (Deep Tissue Massage)
more power than conventional devices from other manufacturers
quieter than conventional manufacturers (45db)
pressure force is indicated by visualized color display (yellow 9kg, orange 18kg, red 27kg)
27kg pressure force
12mm depth
Warranty: 2 years
Docking station and carrying bag included in delivery
8 massage attachments included
Available in red or gray color
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